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1976 - LIBERAL CONSERVATIVE
JUNE 7, 1976

GUIDO J.

GORES

In November, 1969, I read to the Club
a paper entitled "Liberal Republican - Quandary
1970." The paper discussed many of my beliefs ,
which I felt were shared by that substantial group
of Americans who have over the past decade been
referred to as liberal Republicans.
Since most
of these beliefs were arguable and do raise doubts
in the minds of others, the paper was wr i tten in
terms of quandary rather than as a statement of
principles.
Six and a half years later , many of
the doubts which loomed so large and important
then have been solved or at least defined and delimited only to be replaced by a whole new series
of different or additional questions or concerns.
Tonight this paper explores my evaluations both
of the remaining unresolved 1969 quandaries and
of the new ones that have since arisen.
In my earlier paper, I described myself
as a mugwump, which I defined as "a thoughtful
conservative, willing to examine and accept new
social and governmental concepts, doctrines, and
objectives, but very concerned with how such are
accomplished and whether the goal is worth the
cost, jealously regarding currently established
values, customs, traditions, etc. until proved
no longer desirable." Accordingly, I closed that
paper urging broad and general adoption of that
enlightened, liberal conservative , political and
sociological philosophy.
I felt it appropriate
and appealing to a very wide cross-section of
Americans of both sexes and all ages . My first
inclination was to stay with the label "mugwump"
for this exercise, but then discarded such because
a mug~ump is a fence straddler who chooses what
he thinks is best of many different philosophies
and political concepts without following a particular guiding concept to which he continues to
adhere.
I fancy myself as faithful to liberal
conservative political and sociological concepts
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until such are thoroughly disproved, which I regard
as rather unlikely events. Thus I read for you now
a paper which deals not in terms of mugwumps, but
rather concerns itself with the liberal conservative whose abiding character I have previously
established.
If there is for me one overriding development of the decade of the 1970's, it is my return
to conservatism from a period of outspoken Republican liberalism . The test of time had found
that liberalism wanting, particularly its sociolog ical character as practiced in the second half
of the 20th century. My listeners may well
chuckle to themselves and say he is just getting
old, and the older one becomes, the more conservat ive one becomes because there are no more days
of youth ahead, but I hope to demonstrate to you
that that is too pat an explanation and that my
revised point of view is well reasoned.
In my earlier paper, I d iscussed certain
issues which I recapitulate briefly as a point of
departure.
I had indicated that in my opinion
the American economy, if not the world economy,
was what I refer to as a workable oligopoly in
which most competition is rather carefully regula ted by government or business/government interac tion. There are considerable elements of
monolopy pricing present, but it remains a price
sensitive economy rather than a centrally planned
and directed society stressing price rigidity.
I further discussed inflation, but felt at least
the American economy could manage and ' successfully
contain its inflation. As a corollary to that
pro position, universal acceptance of the American
d ollar as a medium of exchange and a virtual substitute for gold was assumed.
I further had some
concern over too full employment, additional hesitation over the alliance between government and
busine ss -- big business primarily -- and finally
felt that our American agriculture was something
for which we should be proud and no longer regard
as a problem area of our economy as it had so often
been treated ever since World War I. In this
particular area, agriculture, our society had, in
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fact, succeeded spectacularly in spite of itself.
I further concerned myself with the incidence of taxation, always burdensome and vexing,
questioning whether or not it was becoming too
grasping and rapacious to be appropriate. Might
it not have stripped incentives from our society
and become self-defeating? I suggested, even
indicated, the possibility of our already generous
social/welfare spending becoming counterproductive.
I further discussed certain sociological
rather than political/economic issues, specifically
the influence of increasing urbanization on our
society and the fact that birth control had come
from the hush-hush out into the open and had already been recognized as an important and accepted
practice for much of the world . I lauded the
further development of personal civil rights in
the fullest sense.
I questioned the validity
of universality of higher education when evaluated
against the quality of that education.
I mildly
questioned the cumulative effect of the mass media
on our manners and culture, expressing the feeling
that from that effect there might evolve a conformity of mediocrity which could overtake and
crush the adoption and expression of separate and
individual values that are appropriate and envigorating yet not anarchistic nor destructive
to society.
This then was the background from which
I proceeded to espouse , on a most hopeful note,
the continued progress for the liberal point of
view of our more conservative of the major parties,
the Republican party.
I then felt with some confidence that what we popularly characterized as
the soring '60s would be followed by comfortable
and progressive years of the '70s, thus in effect
capitalizing on and realizing all the desirable
features of post-World War II America . Had not
the sacrifices of that war and the great depression
entitled us to a better life? Such has not come
to pass. This is not to say that the first twothirds of the '70s have been a disaster. Clearly
they have been difficult and demanding times.
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c ertain of the problems that concerned me in 1969
h ave been resolved. Equally importantly, new ones
h ave arisen, others continue either unresolved or
in modified form.
The intervening years had certain important developments which I had neither fores e en nor had reason to expect. The earliest event
was that student unrest as a protest against and
a measure of the deep dissatisfaction of America
with war would result in death.
I do not critic ize for one moment the decision of the Governor
of the State of Ohio to use the armed forces availa ble to him to put down what was clearly a riotous
situation at Kent State university. The deaths
of the four students in the light of hindsight
probably brought the country to its senses on the
issue of military involvement on the continent of
Asia.
It took approx imately five additional years
to end our military operations and end them only
on terms that must be considered as ignominious.
Pe rhap s we will have learned from this unhappy
chapter in our history one of the most basic principles of military action and probably of many
other types of action, namely, it is always unwise to enter, much less volunteer, into a situation where the chance of enforcing one's victory
is either literally impossible or certain to be
so costly as to prove practically impossible.
This is what we, the U.S.A., did in Vietnam with
the best of intentions but without any real thought
as to the cost of the ultimate resolution of the
effort.
It is a pet comment of mine that the only
conceivable chance for us to have held our own,
much less won, would have been if we could have
traded one American life for ten Chinese or Vietn amese lives. This has never happened in any
kind of extended conflict throughout recorded
history and in the light of hindsight there was no
reason to anticipate its success. Rather, the
whole grim business again demonstrated American
naivete and its sometimes impractical idealism.
.

.

The tragedy of the Vietnam war is what

1~ dld not only to Vietnam and other Asian parti-

c1pants, but also its cost to the American people
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and to their society.
Its price I think was
exorbitant both economically and sociologically.
It is hard to say in what order the series of
major economic difficulties that it produced
should be classified and rationalized.
We had· a rather important but standard
recession in 1970, accompanied by clearly undesirable
inflationary consequences in terms of prices, wages,
trade balances, and employment levels. These resulted in the adoption by a conservative Republican
president of our first peace-time price controls
and a temporary abandonment of our price sensitive
economy. This was followed shortly by a devaluation of the dollar and a marked escalation of the
price of gold. The control phase lasted something
over two years. As time progressed, it became increasingly evident that controls did more harm
than good . The economy became more and more contorted and less and less productive the longer
the controls were continued. By mid-1973, they
had so clearly failed to be of benefit that they
were abandoned by virtually unanimous consent.
We then undertook a second dollar devaluation in
an attempt to make our balance of payments and
foreign trade more to our liking. Gold as expressed in dollars shot up further, crossing the
$100.00 an ounce mark . Our monetary authorities
and most of our economic seers argued that not
only abandonment of controls but also a sharp
reduction in the money supply were essential.
In the light of hindsight, these measures undoubtedly were imperative and were properly implemented in late 1973. I heartily supported
that point of view.
It produced on the one hand
double digit inflation or what I define as hyperinflation, a phenomenon that America had not
seen since 1920, and only rarely before. On the
other hand, the initial reaction of the economy
was one of super boom and a wild scramble for
often senseless amounts of commodities and
manufactured goods. The inevitable happened -after everyone had spent as uch as he could
spend and borrowed as much as he could borrow,
it suddenly turned out that there were no shortages after all. The worst recession since World
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War II, if' not the worst' recession since the Great
Depression of the early "30s, logically and promptly
followed.
Just to~elp matters along, a group of
countries who are fortunate to be net producers
and e 'x porters of petroleum, effectively banded
together in a' price fixin'g and output limiting
cartel known as OPEC and were able in late 1973
on the excuse of Arab/Israli antipathy to enforce
upon the world in urgent short order a revolutionary rearrangement upward of the cost o'f , ,fuels.
Actually this was not ,an unexpected development
but its manner of sudden adcomplishment was a
d is~ster for the ' western industrial wo~ld, not
alone America. The so-called energy crisis had
been building for many years and collectively all
of us had ignored it. To compound matters, America
in particular had 'ignored its changed position
from oil self-sufficiency to important dependence
on imported supplies -- i'n 1'976 approximately 40%
of total U.S.A. requirement~. Nor had there been
much , thought give'n to the fact that the crisis
was broader than the a~ailability arid the price
of petroleum. Alternate ' sources of energy were
at best underdeveloped and 'completely inadequate
for America and unavailable for mucih of the
balance of the iridustrialized free world.
At the same time' , certain rather important sociological and non-economic developments
were occurring. Particularly in the U.S., the
matter of birth control had completed its passage
from hushed silence to blatant exposure in the
media and broad general adoption throughout our
society.
Its practice, particularly in the U.S.A.
and in advanced western European countries, has
had the predictable result that birth rates have
de clined , noticeably.
In America, the rate is now
the lowest it has been in the last century and
less than half the rate that prevailed for much
of the period immediately following World War II.
Having long been an advocate of birth control
and ~f plan~ed parenthood, I am partially pleased,
part~ally d~sturbed by this outcome.
Society's
apparent naivete and illogical idealism has again
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~revailed.
The
~f the world is

major effort is yet to be made;
to be helped by birth control, it
will sometime, and probably shortly, need to face
up to the stark reality of the Malthusian principle
that at some point food resources in fact do limit
population. To date, the limitation process has
been self-applied primarily by the upper economic,
sociologically advanced, and intellectual groups
of the western world. to substantial progress
has been made with the poor, virtually illiterate
masses of India, the Asiatics, most African populations, nor with the Latin Americans. Likewise,
in the U.S.A. itself, the progress has been particularly effective; the upper classes are now
failing to reproduce themselves and the blacks
barely reproduce themselves.
If this process
endures for more than a few years, it has very
serious long range implications for the U.S.A.
Not only will the white/black ratio, long shifting
in favor of the blacks, become a very sharply
different mix than we are accustomed to, but
possible as early as 1990 we may well be faced
with an importation of either Latin American or
Oriental labor on a large scale.
If we then are
not prepared to import labor and do not have
the net additions of our own creation to the labor
force that we need, we will have, at best, a
stagnant economy and society or even a declining
one. The thought that zero population growth is
essential may well have validity, but it makes a
tremendous difference as to what portion of both
the national and the world population enjoys the
zero growth.
It could well be that all the racial,
economic, military, and cultural relationships
of the world will ultimately change radically and
the western world become subjugated by the more
numerous societies and cultures of other parts
of the world. Certainly, at least, there should
occur a significant change in the progress of
western culture and that change may not be completely favorable or acceptable.
The sex composition of the working population of the western and apanese worlds has been
changing for many years.
Its rate of change, however, has accelerated sharply. The number of
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women of all ages in our working population today
approaches half of all the adult women in the U.S.A.
Statistics would indicate national customs in other
western countries cause some variations on this
p roposition, but the acceleration of fema~e entry
into the working force has also occurred In those
countries. This change was aided by and followed
logically from the birth control developments I
have just discussed , although it might well have
occurred without them. The increasing urbanization
of our society, the development of homemaking aids,
and the change in the character of the work of
both the white and blue collar worker so that
today muscle and brawn are comparatively unimportant
are also responsible. One can only speculate as
to how much further this tendency will continue
and whether at an accelerated or at a modified
rate. With the human female no longer urgently
and closely tied to domesticity, major sociological and cultural changes are inevitable. The
Women's Lib movement is the most obvious and
most notorious of these developments, but the
change i s universally pervasive and I suspect
far more upsetting in non-western parts of the
world.
While there are many other developments
that I could dwell upon, I have but one other one
that I want to exemplify . The Vietnam war served
to divert attention, particularly of the American
population as well as that of the western world,
from the rather important shift in the balance of
military power that has been accelerating in recent years .
I refer, of course, to the emerging
supremacy in all military branches of the Soviet
armed forces.
It has been underway virtually since
the end of World War II and only now has become
crucial. If the current Republican primary campaign is to continue until August and into the
Republican Convention, it may well be that the
Russian military threat will be thoroughly exposed
and explored.
It has arisen as a result of our
cho~en national priorities, subconsciously so
radlcally altered that we have considered the area
of defense expenditures and size of defense establishment as relatively expendable in favor of other
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more desirable objectives, forgetting that if the
U.S.A. is not a prime military power, it may well
no longer be the leader of the western world nor
the policy maker for the western world. The plain
fact of the matter is that Mr . Re agan's campaign
issue of whether we are not already second in
military strength may well be correct. The atom
bomb has made world wars highly unlikely because
the prospect of annihilation is too great.
It
did not make military supremacy unimportant; it
is axiomatic that it is easier and more successful to set policy from strength rather than from
weakness and enforced reliance on cooperation of
others, which assistance may be but grudgingly
given .
I hasten to add that I, too, am aware
of the weaknesses, wastes, bureaucracy, and incredible inefficiency that democr~tic military establishments so often seem to nurture . A sacrifice of
military position, however, is not' the cure for
these real and important ills. '
There are many other developments ove r
the last 6 1/2 years which I could similarly explore. We re I to do so, this paper would become
unduly' lengthy and I doubt that its message would
become that much more convincing. Thus I now
turn to certain concerns of 1976 about which I
had really no concept or forewarning in 1969.
Common sense indicates that in a broad, general
manner these concerns are not novel or unique
to the 'present; rather they w~re then in,limbo,
far from widely discussed, much less deflned nor
treated as ctirrent popular "buzz words."
As I evaluate' the' American scene today,
the transcendent political and economic issue is
inflation. Tradi tionally it has been defined
as too much money chasing too few goods. The
tradition remains valid but overly simplistic.
Our society and culture are such that what we
purchase with money is much more than mere goods.
We also require as well a whole host of services.
In fact, today the American economy as measured
~y the expendi~ure of its gross national product
1S more a serVlce than a production economy.
It
does, however , mean that the price of labor is
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importantly determinative of value's and price levels.
Since many essential and nearly universally required
labor intensive services are not particularly susceptible to the economies of technological improvement nor of scale, cost-push inflation via advancing
labor costs seems to become ever more ubiquitous
and irrestible.
In my view, the real root of the inflation
problem is the fact that today approximately 45 %
of the gross national product represents tax or
transfer payments.
I lump , the two together because,
generally speaking, these are non-productive payments.
I proceed on the assumption that most governmental
expenditures essentially do not aid the level of
production in a private enterprise, non-socialist
society.
I do recognize that there are some exceptions such as subsidized transportation, power,
research, and similar operations, which are properly
considered as productive when conducted by government. Nevertheless, generally speaking, we have
reached the situation where one out of four of us
is involved in the transfer payment or tax spending
process and the other three workers are largely
carrying the fourth one.
It is a great compliment
to the cumulative development and achievements
of the western world that we can afford such. At
the same time, it argues against any further extension of the heretofore accelerating tendency
to increase tax and transfer spending. The rate
of acceleration of this spending, which is in large
part financed by deficit spending at the federal
level, can best be measured by the statistic that
when Franklin D. Roosevelt assumed the presidency
in March, 1933, but one in sixtee'n workers was
involved in such activity, a four-fold gain in
but 44 years.
There are many statistics to prove the
growth of units of the gross nat~onal product,
particularly of manufactured goods. Some gains
are continuing but at a diminishing rate. This
apparent slowness is in part unavoidable since
the gross national product, in excess of the trillion
dollar level, is so huge that sizeable gains in
short periods cannot be achieved.
In think, how-
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ever, the slowing process results far more from
the growth of the tax and transfer payments than
from any other cause. These payments are now so
large as to seem to block further significant
progress; they make tax reduction virtually i mpossible.
If no changes are made, they wi~l
continue automatically to grow at an alarm1ng
rate as virtually all of the sociological programs
that give rise to this problem are open-ended,
increasing annually.
I hasten to add that the
programs as a whole are des irable; rather the
problem is can we afford them?
I make the assumption we cannot afford
them. President Ford indicated last October
that the 1977 fisca l year budget of the U.S.A.
would need to be at least $420 billion if minor
cuts which he then proposed were not made. The
Babson organization, the widely respected group
of economic and financial counselors, guesstimates
that we could well require $1.5 trillion annual
federal expend i tures in 1990, given no pruning
of present programs and present propensities to
improve and increase existing programs. Clearly
the process cannot go on forever financed as it
is by constant growth in the federal deficit.
In the last 45 years, we have come from a policy
of no deficits to current acceptance of $80
billion annual deficits as a matter of course.
Since the route of increased taxation was deemed
inappropriate and unworkable, we have almost
solely employed deficits which have been monetized.
The inevitable result of this rapid and almost involuntary growth of the money supply has been continuous inflation, slowly in some periods, becoming
recently quite rapid, but hopefully now returning
longer range to a more measured pace. The cumulative effect has been to reduce the real value of
our dollar by approximately 75 % over the past halfcentury. Few of us have adjusted completely or
comfortably to such a severe change. Collectively
we have suffered almost universally the imposition
of a cruel, unseen, and unfair tax with its most
crushing effect on the small rentier.

A similar growth of expenditures and
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programs has occurred in local and state levels
of government.
It has not been financed by deficits. The American system does not allow state
and local government the luxury of deficits. Only
Washington can create money as New York City found
true in recent months.
Its ability to borrow
long or short to pay current bills finally ran
out.
It now faces the problem, painful though
it is, of adjusting its programs to what it can
afford currently plus what it can wheedle from
the federal treasury. Fortunately, the lesson
of New York has been rapidly and readily learned
throughout the land.
I wish I could say as much
for the federal government and our national
political figures.
The forthcoming 1976 presidential election
seems to be reflecting and understanding the connection between tax and transfer expenditures,
deficit financing, and the level of inflation.
Both major political parties seem to be concentrating on candidates who are professedly concerned with reduced government spending and are
strangely silent about new expensive or expanded
social programs responsive to pressure groups.
Hopefully this is a portent for the future.
If the direct connection between inflation and excessive spending is understood and as
a nation we are able to control spending, since
we are virtually universally agreed we dislike
inflation, how will we deal with national health
or some form of universal paid medical care? This
particular social need is real and I think not
only must but will be faced in the relatively
near future.
I do not expect the outcome of the
1976 general election, now rather unpredictable,
to prevent consideration of the problem.
Inflation expectation will, however, have a profound
effect on the types of solutions studied and explored.
It also will importantly govern whether
or not consideration is thoughtful and pragmatic
or idealistic, generous, and but a continuation
of the growth of transfer and tax spending. The
real decision must be to provide for the need
without incurring significant additional expense.
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Only then cah we say that we have true control
over inflation.
It will require sacrifice on
everyone's part and an abandonment of the philosophy
that significant ihflation is acceptable rather
than being limited only to extreme emergency use.
Specific sociological objectives are in the abstract great and should be encouraged, but only
at a price we can afford. We must forget the
oft-rehearsed viewpoint that they are proper,
especially so long as they do not involve any
sacrifice subjectively, only sacrifice by other
persons or groups who are · rich and should be
expected to pay by way of sharing wealth and
equalizing the burden. There are no free meals
for any parts of our ' society no matter how worthy
or needy.
The recent development of a truly national
budgeting process for the federal government,
which program is in its trial period and has so
far been more or less honored by Congress, gives
me great hope.
It must succeed or we are lost.
It will not succeed without understanding, cooperation, and forbearance -- qualities which are hard
to sustain in a d emocratic society.
I acquired my higher education during
the Great Depression with its enforced austerities an d its ·lack of expansion. Thus, I am
probably somewhat overly aware that the emphasis
of economic and political thought of the last
half-century has been oriented towards consumption
and it~ increase. Certainly, Keynes, who most
often ~s charac~erized as the most important
econom1st of th1s period, prevailed with his
economic philosophy that it was consumption that
;:~~ered.
During 7he '30s, most economists
1 that consumpt10n must be invigorated to stimu ate the economy and end the depression
Our
very successful accomplishments of
".
sta~dard of living during the post_:o~~~1~~r II
pe:1od has brought us to today's situation in
~~1Ch we reluctantly are forced to realize that
e growth of consumption has out-distanced th
growth o~ P:oduction. Our world-wide importan~
and cont1nu1ng unacceptable inflation today is
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a logical result. In'f lated- prices enable us to
effect a rationing of goods and services to mitiga te their shortage, the result of 'a n output shortfall worldwide. If over-consumption' aids the
e xplanation of 'inflation, it also tends to rationa lize the world's ' co'ntinuing under-investment,
which further exacerb~tes the shortfall of output.
It has been widely argued that America in particular, and the world in general, faces a capital
shortage whrch retards the creation of improved
production capabil'i ty. 'I f i t is a sho'rtage 'of. .
money, I disagree. If it is a shortage of - fac~11t ies and efforts devoted to' improving and increasing
production, I agree. Inflation takes care of
creating mor~ money: it does not necessarily change
production levels.
If there is a widely accepted solution
to this need to redirect the economy in favor of
increased investment in productive facilities, I
am unaware of such. ' I suspect 'a whole host of
measures wil~ be needed and they will take time,
not months but years. It is my hope that the concern with reduced infl~tion and the more conservative tack of our nati'o n will provide the impetus
for the adoption of measures more conducive to
capital investment. These would cover many facets
of our' society and would, in my opinion, include
(by way of example) a stressing of profit incentives,
less burdensome governmental 'regulations, more
favorable business taxation, some rethinking of
capital gains taxation, a more reasonable approach
to the true economic cost of proper and desirable
environmental improvements, changes in the antitrust laws to encourage joint ventures, and most
importantly, a more realis·tic approach to the'
pricing of petroleum and natural gas output.
Unemployment is always a tragic event
for those involved. Some of it is inevitable if
there is to be any mobility in a society, even a
rigidly dictatorial and autocratic one. Thus a
consideration of its importance as a continuing
concern is largely affected by the question of
how it is defined, what degree is desirable, and
what greater degree is tolerable. I suspect,
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but cannot prove, that there is a tendency in
our current U.S.A. statistics on unemployment
to overstate the problem. Our statistics are
derived from unemployment compensation applications. Since compensation is available to
someone who may not really be prepared to work,
do we not have an overstatement of the unemployed?
To the extent that compensation is paid to
striking workers, do we not have another form
of overstatement? To the extent that compensation is paid to someone who only wishes to consider new employment if it is an improvement over
his present situation, do we not also have an
overstatement? It has been generally thought in
recent years that 4 % unemployment was both acceptable and tolerable.
I suspect that figure is
too low and thnt a figure more nearly in the 6%
to 7% range should now be regarded as acceptable.
The sociological climate as this is written indicated that that level is quite tolerable. One
of the interesting developments of the 1973-75
downturn has been that there has been rather
minor importance attached to the level of unemployment even though at one point it touched a
post-war high of 9% of the labor force.
It was
otherwise in previous post-World War II recessions
when unemployment was the villain of the piece
and its cure the bull's eye for the healing attack.
I dwell on the unemployment matter because of its changing importance in the American
scheme of sociological priorities.
It remains a
very critical issue but no longer the dominant
issue.
I a m unable to decide whether this results
from the overwhelming importance of controlling
inflation and limiting deficit financing or whether
from the changing composition of the labor force.
Unemp~oyment today is concentrated heavily in
ce~taln groups who are least able effectively to
~rlng pressure on the body politic in their selflnterest. These are the teenage, young minority
and ~econdary minority groups, and older women '
seek~n~ a second career, often able to work only
par~-tlme.
Be that as it may, I think it to be
a hlgh~y desirable development that the body politic
recognlzes the prohibitive cost of attempting to
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reach theoretical full employment and the debilitating effect such effort has on the productivity
of our society. This is markedly different from
the concepts behind the full employment act of
1946, which has so dominated post-World War II
political action. Continued adherence at any cost
to a goal of full employment surely would be destructive of important values for society as a whole;
it might even change completely our form of social
organization in favor of rigid autocratic and
bureaucratic lines, etc.
We have yet to face the issue of the proper
extent and power of union labor.
It has today
considerably more credence and acceptance than
in much of the recent past or generally in history.
We stern Europe and particularly the United Kingdom
are likewise affected, the latter to an extreme
degree .
I am not speaking against unions. They
have their proper place and function. They do
not automatically bespeak the cornmon good. They
are at best pressure groups for interested minorities . They have been so preferred over the last
half-century that they have been able to impose
on our society rigidities and inefficienciws that
seem indefensible. The easiest example of such
rigidities is that of the consolidated railroad
unions in the U.S.A., known as the united Transportation Workers, and their insistence on adhering to a set of working rules which at best
last made sense in the late 19th century. They
have been so successful in maintaining their rules
that they have prevented the effective organization of our railroad plant and forced the defacto
nationalization of the largest railroad system in
the country. They have effectively delayed progress
in the transportation industry and will continue
to do so until the body politic refuses to sanction
protection of and force abolition of feather-bed
rules and similar practices which prevent technological advance. The example of the Florida East
Coast Railroad, which at the cost of several lives
and ten years of strikes has been effectively and
profitably reorganized as a non-union railroad
operated on a pragmatic basis without reference
to union work rules, demonstrates the validity of
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my complaints. On ce bankrupt and almost abandoned
after a generation in receivership, it today moves
a standard freight train 400 miles from Miami to
Jacksonville, Florida with one 3-man crew working
less than 8 hours and paid but one day's wages.
Under union work rules, the same train would need
either four 9-man crews or some variation thereof
with poisible even as absurd an arrangement as four
days' wages to one crew for one journey completed
in less than 8 hours.
I do not mean to belabor the
rail situation, but it is so absurd as to be
classic. Somewhat similar problems exist in construction, printing, shipping, and throughout
our economy in many ,other indust'ries.
My complaint is that we have balanced
the scales so in favor of unions, which include
in their membership only about one out of every
nine workers, that we have unfavorably affected
productive efficiency, tech~ological.progress,
and certain social values.
I am amb~valent cqncerning the value of union political power in the
U.S.A. largely because I cannot assess how genuine
it is.
I feel that the unions are unduly favored
by certain political practices which I ~hink are
detrimental to the body politic, namely, the use
of union funds collected for political purposes
involuntarily from the general membership (whether
employed in direct or in indirect action seems
immaterial), the enforcement of the closed or
union shop, and most especially the anti-trust
exemption that unions enjoy. Were these political
priveleges denied unions, I do not think workers
would genuinely suffer.
I believe union leadership would become less arrogant, more effective,
and better attuned to the needs of society as a
whole .
I recognize that fundamental changes of
this nature evolve slowly and today represent
largely pipe dreams on my part. Yet if we are
to avoid following the British into a morass of
perpetual inflation accompanied by a radical
downward change in living standards, we must
ultimately redefine the proper position and role
of unions.
A development that has been accelerating
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over the post-World War II Years has been the substantial adoption of the privately funded employee
benefit plan for virtually all but the most unenl ightened small economic entities. Empl'oyee benefit
p lans today cover virtually every type of business
a ctivity in the private sector and have counterp arts in the governmental sector. Plans in the
p rivate sector are almost exclusively in addition
t o the now almost universal basic coverage afforded
by the Social Se curity system. The plans clearly
a re a permanent part of our social organization.
Al most unnoticed, they have had a profound effect
o n our capital formation and investment process.
Some e conomic writers consider their influence
so important that they confidently suggest by
1990 the plans will own America. Since the cost
of the plans to every employer is quite significant, ranging on the average at 10-15% of his
t otal compens a tion expenditure, the sums generated
are staggering. The private benefit system is
by law required to be fully funded at a point
e arly in the 21st century. This means that there
t hen will have been sufficient capital saved and
invested to make possible current payment of
pensions without net new investment from thence
forward. Current investment is largely being
carrie d out by a group of institutional investors
a t the d irection of e mployers, sometimes with consultation with unions concerned. Today this process
is probably the source of more than 50 % of all
net new investment in the private sector of the
e conomy. Thus the decisions of the institutional
investor (a small tight group of professionals)
h ave assumed staggering importance. These profe ssionals are subject to the so-called prudent
man standard of investment, but otherwise unfettered.
I n the long run, if institutional investors act
wis e ly and with integrity, their substitution for
the general public as the dominant investors of our
society will have proved appropriate and presumably
will have been welcomed by society. However,
should they invest unwisely and use this tremendous
powe r to control the economy in ways deemed by
socie ty to be inimical, we may well see advanced
e conomic plann ing adopted in an atte mpt to control
and direct this institutional investment process.
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Since I abhor and consider most unwise central
economic planning, I hope for the best.
I hasten
to add I may be imagining pitfalls since mine is
the career of an institutional investor. On
rare occasions, I become aware of actions by some
institutional investors that bespeak other than
the most noble motives or the most wise and ethical conduct.
It will be interesting to observe whether
the public at large, who are the ultimate recipients of the employee benefit payments, ev~r do .
become aware and appreciate that through.th~s de~~ce
they have become the real owners of Amer~can bus~
ness . This has been a long sought result. Many
corporation executives over the last 100 year~ have
tried by one device or another to encourage d~rect
employee ownership of American business throug~
stock acquisition on a broad scale. It has un~
versally failed.
Thus it is ironical that through
unsuspecting self-interest the average employee
is having that ownership thrust upon him.
If one
adds the effect of insurance company ownership
of the bulk of the corporate debt of this country,
American business is even more thoroughly owned
by its workers whom it so broadly insures. This
relationship is anything but clearly established
or easily perceived so that I doubt that it will
ever be appreciated at other than sophisticated,
financially oriented levels. Nevertheless, in a
sense we do have a form of worker ownership of
the productive sector of our economy achieved
without central planning and without the straightjacket of authoritarianism, which either socialism
or communism inevitably represent.
What the long range implications of this
entire process may be I cannot foresee.
It is
already clear that the average successful worker
and salaried employee no longer saves for his
retirement or old age; rather he expects his
employee benefits program(s ) to accomplish this
for him and allow him to spend what he makes.
Does this destroy thrift? self-reliance? or a
host of other virtues often loosely referred to
as "the work ethic?" I have no pat answer.
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No paper such as this would be complete
without some reference or discussion of the groundswell of unhappiness with big government. The
unhappiness ranges from mild disenchantment to
comp lete and utter disillusionment. Whether the
ethical and moral implications of Watergate were
the straw that broke the camel's back and produ ced the unhappiness is arguable. The revulsion
wa s sure to come. The most interesting facet is
how universal it is. The most obvious evidence
of that universality is the fact that in both
ma jor political parties outstanding candidates
have developed for the first time in many years
from the ranks of state government and state
legislators rather than exclusively from the
ranks of Congress and the federal bureaucracy.
The phenomenon is very genuine.
It is concentrated against the federal government but does
also spillover into animosity towards state
and local government.
In my opinion, it follows
somewhat logically and almost inevitably from
the transfer and tax spending problem I have already discussed rather fully.
It represents again
in a sense American political naivete and our
preoccupation with idealistic rather than pragmatic
and viable solutions to problems.
It is almost
second nature for all Americans to feel that by
passing a law, most difficulties can be either
eliminated or modified or at least made manageable
and equitable, irrespective of the scope of the
matter.
It is now nearly two generations since
our noble experiment -- prohibition -- expired by
important majority consent after bitter experience
demonstrated that a law which is generally unacceptable is unworkable and unenforceable except
in a strong and ruthless dictatorship. The difference
between that experience and the current situation
is that the current concern with too much government covers virtually every issue, not one specific
facet such as control of liquor.
I do not see a
simple solution .. I have no suggestions to make
to the body politic.
I do think a more pragmatic
ap~roach in dealing with problems will help.
I
t~~nk that if we rearrange finances and taxes, there
w~l l be less of a tendency to expect the federal
government to solve all problems and finance all
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solutions. On balance, this should be beneficial
and mitigate the need for an overwhelming bureaucracy. I am reasonably certain that the 'issue
of excess government size and activity will not
disappear, but if our public servants as a whole
face up to our revulsion for its omnipresence and
omni-grasp, we will probably muddle through 'to a
workable and tolerable solution.
Substantial evolutionary change in our
foreign policy over the last 6 1/2 years is no
surprise if for no other reason than that our departure from mainland Asia would necessarily produce a change in emphasis. Likewise, our increasing
dependency on Arab oil forces a new focus. Through
all the changes that have come and probably will
come for the foreseeable future, there remain
certain overriding considerations that much concern me. The American tradition has been to uphold the American concept of democracy and American
ethical and moral values by supporting in our
foreign relations any group in any country which
promises to embrace and uphold these values even
if unwise in the light of long established national
patterns and traditions. This policy has repeatedly
put us in embarrassing situations. I do not foresee change developing, but I nevertheless urge that
we be more pragmatic and less idealistic in foreign
policy. We have several burning issues at the
moment and our insistence on a purely idealistic
solution for them can only embarrass us if not
defeat us. We need Arab oil and this means a
difficult relationship with the Isralis and their
ardent vocal and militant supporters in the U.S.A.
We need not to 'choose sides in Africa.
In anything, our leadership is needed to find a workable
solution to overriding African racial issues;
we need not further to emphasize the struggle
and continue the d ivisions that underlie these issues.
Also, we have important potential difficulties
in the 'Central and Latin American areas. Our
r 7lationships with ~anama may prove to be pecullarly troublesome ln the not-too-distant future
It will take all the tact and d iplomacy of which·
we are capable to make our continued essential
presence in the Canal Zone tenable. I could
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e nume rate other important potential trouble areas,
but I think the matter is stated clearly enough.
My concern is that no matter whosoever is Secretary of State in the new administration which
takes office in 1977, enlightened pragmatism
must be his guiding light, not idealism and a
fat foreign aid checkbook.
Finally, I come to the most central
issue of our times. We are celebrating our
bicentennial this year; 200 years is a long time
for any human institution to endure without
losing vitality and viability. The longevity
of the United States constitution is the greate st monument possible to the skill and knowledge
that went into its conception, drafting, and
adoption.
I am dedicated to the proposition
that it is viable for the indefinite future, but
my dedication rests upon a compelling assumption,
wh ich by implication is constantly being questioned, if not assailed. Central to the continued
existence of our society must be an unquestioned
acceptance of certain long established and universally accepted social values .
I have no intention of enumerating them because they are selfevident to all stripes of American thought and
behavior except lunatic fring es at both ends of
the political and social spectrum. Ethical concepts of right and wrong, the existence of the
family and the institution of marriage, the work
ethic, enforcement of the will of the majority
but with acceptance of defined rights for the
mino rity are all such central values. These we
cannot alter, dilute, or confuse if we are to go
forward . Fortunately, I think there is less consideration or interest in such change than there
had been but a few years ago. There were times
in the student rebellion period in the late '60s
and early '70s when the central values were under
such severe question that there were some doubts
as to whether they would endure.
I do not think
their endurance now can be in question. The socalled sexual revolution, despite its excessive
utilization of pornography, has demonstrated that
certain values can be modified without pulling
apart our social values and institutions.
If the
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other central values need modification, I am
certain we can accomplish such gradually and
effectively .
I suspect in the civil rights area
the U. S. Supreme Court, given its present composition, will gradually help greatly .
I hope in
doing so it will provide leadership. Certainly
we need to resolve in some workable manner such
conflicts as forced busing of school children,
integrated housing, if that be a viable issue,
and the proper balance between the rights of
the criminal and the rights of the public.
A corollary to my strong feeling that
our society rests on certain universally adopted
unquestionable social values is the need to reexamine our education process. That matter
could be the subject of a whole series of papers
so I can only allude to it. We in Cincinnati,
as are all Americans, are concerned with progressive deterioration of the reading and writing
ability of our youth, particularly our public
school graduates. This is a serious and continuing problem which cries for solution. Could
it not be that in our attempts to integrate
both racially and in terms of minorities, we
have over-democratized something that is at
best a subjective accomplishment? I now feel
that we must approach this utterly fundamental
universal skill requirement in terms of relatives,
not of conformity. This does not mean I embrace
discrimination; rather it is recognition that
variable standards alone are appropriate for
this essential skill. Human abilities and motivation do differ.
Our distinguished fellow member, Warren
Bennis, President of the University of Cincinnati,
has publicly spoken out on the problems of leadership.
I think he is peculiarly aware of them
because the role of college presidents today
is so changeable and difficult. He is attacking
a very central and critical difficulty of our
society. We do need leaders who know their
roles, understand their responsibilities, and
can effectively lead. This means unpopular
positions on occasions and preferably not only
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in the t hroes of crisis but well in advance thereof
so that the crisis does not necessarily follow.
They must cause us to anticipate, not just to
react.
I think we will succeed in developing
that leadership.
I know not how or when.
I am
unhappily of the opinion that modern television
h as made this task of creating leaders who can
lead and succeed immeasurably more difficult than
in the past. Personal charisma isn't necessarily
leadership.
Enough said.
I think I have covered
a sufficiently broad spectrum and hopefully explained to you why I have forsaken my earlier
liberalism for a strongly conservative position.
I would have preferred to redefine the term
"liberal" to my liking, but I would be thoroughly
misunderstood and at best inaccurate had I done
so. Hence the title of this paper - "1976 Liberal Conservative." The most I can hope to
accomplish is to act and believe as such a conservative, always willing to move forward, to
respond to and anticipate change, aware that
the end does not justify the means, but also
aware that there are eternal values to which
we implicitly adhere without question or hesitation.
I trust you are a sympathetic audience
and willingly support my philosophy and pOints
of view.
I think an enduring America needs
such.

